The Deepest Ocean

Love as strong as the tide. Betrayal as cruel
as an undertow. Eden Series, Book 2
Moments before he sets sail into pirate
waters to rescue prisoners, Captain Darok
Juell receives additional orders - to take on
board a mysterious woman who will help
him in his mission. When she arrives, she
is unlike anyone he has ever seen. A cold,
controlled operative of Seawatch, Yerena
Fin Caller wields an iron hand over her
emotions, and an almost magical control
over a great white shark. On the surface,
her orders are simple: use her shark to
guide Darok through dangerous waters,
attack any pirates who interfere. Her
emotions must remain under lock and key,
so they wont disrupt her bond with the
finned killing machine below. As she and
Darok navigate the Strait of Mists into the
Iron
Ocean
and
evade
a
killer-whale-controlling traitor - Daroks
generosity and warmth coax Yerena to give
in to desire. But they have no future
together. Especially if Daroks legendary
recklessness forces her to obey a secret
order to send his ship to the bottom of the
sea... Warning: Contains naval battles, a
shark that enjoys winning races, a woman
who can control the shark-sometimes, the
captain who wants her in his bunk, and hot
sex on the high seas.

- 7 min - Uploaded by RealLifeLoreThe Ocean is a deep and scary world that is completely removed from most of our
lives. In The deepest part of our oceans, the region from below 20,000 feet to the very bottom of the deepest sea trench,
is known as the hadal zone. You cant dive to the deep ocean on your own, of course. But scientists now have a variety
of sophisticated technologies to explore this vast - 15 min - Uploaded by The EconomistEnter the Economist
#OpenFuture contest: A minute to change the world. See more here: https - 4 min - Uploaded by Tech InsiderJust how
deep does the ocean go? Way further than you think. This animation puts the actual Deep sea. The deep sea or deep
layer is the lowest layer in the ocean, existing below the thermocline and above the seabed, at a depth of 1000 fathoms
(1800 m) or more. In 1960, the Bathyscaphe Trieste descended to the bottom of the Mariana Trench near Guam, at
10,911 m (35,797 ft 6.780 mi), the deepest known spot in The deepest, darkest, scariest place on the maps I loved
pondering as a child was a crescent-shaped canyon in the western Pacific Ocean.The Challenger Deep in the Mariana
Trench is the deepest known point in Earths oceans. In 2010 the United States Center for Coastal & Ocean Mapping
The Mariana Trenchthe deepest point in the oceanextends nearly 36,000 feet down in a remote part of the Pacific Ocean.
But if you thought - 1 min - Uploaded by The TelegraphJames Cameron releases the first ever video footage of the
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bottom of the Mariana Trench The Challenger Deep is the deepest known point in the Earths seabed hydrosphere, with
a depth of 10,898 to 10,916 m (35,755 to 35,814 ft) by direct measurement from submersibles, and slightly more by
sonar bathymetry. It is in the Pacific Ocean, at the southern end of the Mariana Trench near the - 2 min - Uploaded by
National GeographicNational Geographic Explorer-in-Residence and Filmmaker James Cameron has announced he
Lifes tough 8000 metres (26000 feet) beneath the oceans surface. The pressure is 800 times that on the surface, the
temperature is just above An overview map of the deepest oceans and seas of the world. Locations of the 5 Oceans on
Earth. Useful and interesting facts about the five - 45 min - Uploaded by Weekly TreasureMeasuring the Greatest Ocean
Depth The Challenger Deep in the Mariana Trench is the Stuffed into a vertical torpedo, the explorer-filmmaker has
become the first human to reach the Mariana Trenchs Challenger Deep alone. This is none other than the Pacific Ocean,
which averages approximately 4,280 meters (14,042 ft) in depth and contains the deepest known The average depth of
the ocean is about 12100 feet (3688 m). The lowest ocean depth on Earth is called the Challenger Deep and is
locatedTranscript. NARRATOR: The deep ocean. A place so different, filled with strange life forms. But whats down
there? How much do we know about it? As it turnsThe Challenger Deep in the Mariana Trench is the deepest known
point in Earths oceans. In 2010 the United States Center for Coastal & Ocean Mapping measured the depth of the
Challenger Deep at 10,994 meters (36,070 feet) below sea level with an estimated vertical accuracy of 40 meters.
Plastic trash is now so pervasive, it has even made its way to the deepest part of the ocean, National Geographic reports.
Scientists found a Some points in the oceans are as deep as the height of the tallest mountain on the surface of earth.
Deepest part of the ocean lies at the
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